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Mizu Bloc MK2 Floor Mount Bath Mixer & Outlet Chrome

Plumbers, please ensure a copy of the Installation
Instructions are left with the end user for future reference

Installation Instructions

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Mixer must be installed to the requirements of AS/NZS 3500 by a qualified plumber. Your mixer comes to 
you already factory assembled and tested. We do not recommend the dismantling of any internal part of the 
mixer. The mixers are factory tested and sealed so as to give the best performance.

PRE-INSTALLATION NOTES:
SLAB INSTALLATION will require the floor inlet bracket (27) to be recessed into a small pit within the slab. 
Recess pit requires hot and cold water supply lines to be pre-plumbed.

TIMBER FLOOR INSTALLATION will require the floor inlet bracket (27) to be bolted to the sub-floor at 
rough-in stage

NOTE: Base bracket is 50mm high and will need to sit below floor level with the top of the bracket being 
flush with the finished floor.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Fit elbow (25) into floor inlet bracket (27). Connect hot and cold, pre-installed water supply lines to the 

clearly marked hot and cold inlet connections on the floor inlet bracket (27)

2. Fix floor inlet bracket to sub floor via 4 fixing slots:
• 4 x concrete anchors for installation into a slab floor
• 4 x bolts for installation into a timber floor

NOTE: Ensure that bolts are fixed to an area of adequate structural integrity

3. Screw water inlet tubes into mixer body (8) matching red and blue coloured o-rings on tube ends to 
red and blue indicators on mixer body

4. Fit mixer body (8) to mixer pillar (18) with screws (17)
5. Slide cover plate (22) onto mixer pillar
6. Fit base plate (24) to mixer pillar with screw (28)
7. Connecting the mixer pillar (18) with base plate (24) to floor inlet bracket (27)

a. Line up hot and cold water inlet tubes (20) with their marked water supply holes in floor inlet 
bracket (C for Cold and H for Hot)

b. Fully locate inlet tubes into holes via triple o-ring seals
8. Fit handle to mixer body
9. Operate mixer (8) to check for leaks
10. Tile up to base of mixer pillar (27)
11. Slide cover plate down mixer pillar to conceal bracket
12. It is recommended a bead of sealant be used to provide a seal between the chrome floor cover and 

finished floor surface

CLEANING RECOMMENDATIONS:
We recommend the use of soapy water or approved cleaners. This product should not be cleaned with 
abrasive materials. Damage caused by any improper treatment is not covered by the product warranty. 
Refer to Warranty Conditions


